The curves of streaming transparency (S.T.Curve) which are obtained by the Streaming-transparenciometer (S.T.Meter), reported by the authors in the previous paper (1957) , are apparently very different from those obtained by Kuroda (1955) with their apparatus.
He attempted to explain the correlation between the orientation of suspensoids and the streaming transparency by the aid of information obtained in his model experience with discoidal paper.
The simplicity of the curves of our own encouraged us to investigate the orientation of suspensoids directly by microscope, and it was facilitated by the use of the vessel with a side wall very thin. Fig. 7 . (Fig. 9 ). Exp. VIII:
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Erythrocytes
In about six seconds after rotation of rotor three stripes appear near the middle of suspension, thereafter, a few stripes appear near the both extremities of the vessel and the stripes in the middle increase in number (Fig. 10) . Exp. IX : In about six seconds after the rotation of the rotor, stripes appear in the middle of the suspension as can be seen in Fig. 11 .
Exp. X : No stripe is observed. Orientation of suspensoides in various states of flow described above is to be stated here collectively. Rod Shaped Particles.
In resting state : The orientation of suspensoides is three dimensionally at random. In running state : The longer become particles the more numerous becomes the number of those arrange parallel to the direction of flow, and then, when rotating speed is so high that the dark-bright stripes appear the network figure can be seen (Fig. 6 ). Disc-Shaped Particles.
In resting state : Three dimensionally at random (Fig. 12) . In running state : Particles take various sorts of orientation even in laminal flow, but those which arrange parallel to the vessel's wall are the most numerous. In the pass of running, orientating parallel to the wall, erythrocytes rotate quickly as is shown in Fig. 13 At resting state: By the model experiences with the clay discoid .s of various gravities (ca. 1 cm of diameter and 0.2 cm of thickness) it was observed that they take a, definite orientation according to their gravities as is shown in Fig. 14. But the erythrocytes did not take these orientations , but was completely at random.
Transition of orientation of the particles poured in the vessel: Contemplated analogically from the results above mentioned, erythrocytes should be regarded to take the orientation parallel to the flow, which was made by the spurting out from the pipette.
These stream-lines are two-dimensionally at random but parallel to the light axis and so erythrocytes on them would have the tendency to orientate parallel to the light axis. As time goes on the stream should slow down and consequently the particle's orientation should turn on that of resting state. 
